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The MacNew Blogs are designed specifically for exploring MacNew s blog content and the general
mac news and issues. Usually, we also include a number of links to specific MacNew Blog articles in
the each one of the posts. Updates are coming soon! This will make my life much easier." Thanks,
MacNew 7.0! After some testing in my copy of MacNew 7.0 it seems to work well. I can download
files easily and have a very easy method to back up to a PC at my home. The only difficulty that I

have had is with the Safari browser. Up to this point I have had no problem with Google Chrome or
Firefox. I will continue to play with my copy and see if any other issues present themselves." I have

been using this to download files from many different sources and the only time it has not
downloaded the file was after a hard shut down. That was probably a precaution taken by Apple but
the other issues are working well in general. MacNew 7.0 Update: I have been reading some of the
articles in my daily news feed and have seen several people mention the issue of the slow upload

speed for high speed Internet connections as the reason for the inability to download files from
MacNew. To be honest, I have not been able to see this problem while using my home network. I

have also upgraded to broadband so there could have been an issue with my home network which is
down. Any suggestions are appreciated." Update: After looking at the comments, they do not

indicate that anyone is having the same problem that I am. One has already reported that the issue
is network related. While at work today I have been trying to download a file from a Windows PC at

work and have had no problems with the speed. I did notice that I have to log off and back on to
download the file. It seems that the downloads are only available if I am signed in with my account."
Update #2: I also just tested downloading two different files from the MacNew download page and I
have had no problems. The only update is that I have noticed that when you have a search for a file

from within MacNew, it tends to take longer for the results to display. Maybe not a big issue but
something to keep in mind while waiting for the results." Update #3: I also just installed Windows XP
on my home computer that used to be running OS X and using the same Homegroup account as my

Mac and MacNew. Downloading files again is working flawlessly. So, it must be a MacNew issue."
Update #4: I think that the issue is not MacNew related. I have been downloading and getting files
from MacNew and from a few sites with no issue. I just finished downloading a file from the Google

Videos website and it took a little longer than usual. But, it seems that as soon as I stop the
downloads, they start to be available again." Update #5: I just tested downloading a 10-MB file from

the Google Videos website and I had no issues at all.
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